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OCTOBER 2021

For the past three issues of BUZZ newsletters in 2021, we have
been discussing about relationships with others and how we
can improve them:
- February 2021: Relationships with other online users
- May 2021: Relationships with family members
- July 2021: Relationships with friends
What better way to conclude 2021 than to work on the most
important relationship in our lives? By that, I am referring to our
relationship with ourselves.
Practising self-love means taking care of yourself, like how you
would care for your loved ones such as your parents or best
friend. You can demonstrate self-love by being patient and kind
to yourself too!
Self-love is an important skill that helps us to deal with life’s
challenges in healthy ways. Read on to find some ways of how
you can practise self-love!

Contact Tinkle Friend!
Online Chat

Helpline

www.tinklefriend.sg 1800 2744 788
Monday to Thursday Monday to Friday
2.30pm to 7.00pm
2.30pm to 5.00pm
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How do you show love to yourself?
We are often taught to love others, but let’s not forget to love ourselves first! If
we treat ourselves well, other people will observe and learn that they should
treat us well too. Also, only when we take good care of ourselves, are we
able to take good care of others.
Write down in the boxes below what you do to take good care of yourself.
Reward myself with
my favourite snack

Give myself a break
and rest

Talk to my friends
about how I feel

Ensure that I have
enough sleep

Exercise regularly

“How you love yourself is how
you teach others to love you.”
- Rupi Kaur
We can all learn to love ourselves
unconditionally – that means to
love ourselves no matter what
others say or what happens.
Read on to find out more!
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Loving ourselves means accepting ourselves for who we are, including how we look.
All of us look different – we have different facial features, hair texture, skin colour,
and height and weight etc. Our appearance generally also changes as we grow
older. Like our personality, our appearance is also unique!

Are you comfortable with your
appearance now?
If yes, that’s great and you are one step closer to loving yourself! If no, do not
despair as you are not alone. Many people feel insecure about their appearance
and think that they are not beautiful.
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Well, how we feel about our own appearance does not need to be influenced by
other people’s standards of beauty. We can learn to find beauty in ourselves and
be comfortable with our appearance, by embracing our flaws and differences.
Everyone is beautiful in our own way!
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Draw a self-portrait
Do you like what you see of yourself in the mirror? Appreciation of
beauty is a skill that can be cultivated, so let’s get started!
Get a mirror ready, or take a reference photograph of yourself, and
draw yourself in the space below. Then, write down at least one
thing that you like about your appearance today. You can also do
this activity with a loved one!

You look
great!

This is what I like about my appearance today:
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________.
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I love me – no maTTer how
well or badly I perform
Loving ourselves means accepting ourselves in good times and bad times.
When we perform well and achieve our goals, we celebrate our successes
and feel proud of ourselves! Most of us would find it easy to love ourselves
when we feel this sense of achievement.

But would you still
love yourself when
you perform badly?

Some people become the harshest critics to
themselves whenever they fail in a task, while
some may even give up on themselves and
start thinking that they are a failure.
That is not practising self-love, self-love means
treating ourselves well during both our good
times and bad times.
Just like how we would support our friends
through their ups and downs in life, we can
similarly be a source of support for ourselves
no matter what happens. To do this, we begin
by treating ourselves with kindness and
patience.
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Write a leTTer to
your future self
Save some words of encouragement for a rainy day! Prepare a letter addressed
to your future self that you can read when you need some support during a
difficult time. Feel free to decorate your letter any way you like!

Dear Future Me,
If you are opening this letter, it probably means that you are going through a
tough time now. I want you to know that when you are feeling down, you may
find it more difficult to love yourself. To help you to feel better, I have prepared
some words of encouragement below for you!

Cheers,
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I love me – no maTTer how I
compare to others
Loving ourselves means accepting ourselves for who we are, without comparing
ourselves to others.
Some of us may be used to comparing our appearance, grades, and achievements
against our siblings, cousins, friends, and classmates. For others, even if we do not
make these comparisons, our parents, teachers, or friends may be doing it due to
various reasons.

Do you still love yourself when
others do beTTer than you?
Some of you are able to remind yourselves that it is okay to proceed at your own
pace as everyone learns and develops at different speed. However, some of you
may start to feel lousy about yourself when you are compared to others, which may
result in an unhealthy focus on your weaknesses.
Well, the truth is, there is no end to comparison and there will always be others who
are better than us in various areas. To help ourselves feel better, we can choose to
focus on ourselves instead of comparing to others. We can identify our strengths
and celebrate what makes us unique!
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What makes you, you?
A cake is made up of many ingredients like eggs, flour, sugar, butter
etc. Similarly, everyone’s personality is made up of many different
components. Let’s celebrate your unique personality today!

What are the ingredients that
make up your personality?

List of ingredients that make up
(your name)
__________________________________________________
1 tablespoon of friendliness

Measurements:
Tablespoon

Teaspoon

Cup

Examples of ingredients:

Book lover

Adaptability

Generosity

Friendliness

Musical abilities Sports abilities
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I love me – no maTTer what
others say about me
Loving ourselves means accepting ourselves for who we are, regardless
of the positive or negative feedback others may give us.
It is normal to get affected by what other people say about us. When our
parents, teachers, or peers praise us, we feel good about ourselves!
Similarly, we may feel sad and lousy about ourselves when we receive
negative feedback.

Are you able to reassure yourself
that you are good enough no maTTer
what others say about you?
We are not able to control what others may say about us but we can control
how we feel about ourselves!
You can remind yourself that what others say about you does not define you.
At times, other people may not know the whole story, hence their comments
and remarks may not be accurate or fair to you. You can choose to ignore
these comments or challenge these comments in an objective manner.
Make an effort to surround yourself with positivity by looking back at your
strengths and past achievements, as that would help you to counter any
negative comments!

I am enough!
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Build a safe space
Let’s build an imaginary safe space for yourself, where you can
recharge and feel good about yourself! You can visualise and draw
any of your favourite places, like the seaside or even your future house.
Then, put up some positive quotes around your imaginary safe space. You can
choose from the quotes below, find other quotes that you like, or even come up with
your own quote!
Display this drawing in a visible place so that you can visit your safe space regularly.
“Magic is believing in yourself. If you can make that happen, you can
make anything happen.” – Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
“Every day may not be good…
but there’s something good in
every day.” – Alice Morse Earle
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“One small positive thought
can change your whole day.”
– Zig Ziglar
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Get to know Maya!
Remember Maya’s profile in the July 2021 BUZZ newsletter? Maya has tried
to improve herself across the five skills! Let’s look at what she has tried to do.
Positive thinking
(ability to see the good side of things)

Adaptability
(ability to get used to
new environments)

Social skills
(ability to make friends
and be a good friend)

5 Profiles

Maya’s new habits
Maya’s old habits

Time management
(ability to strike a balance
between school and play)

Learning ability
(ability to learn concepts
taught by teachers)

Actions Taken

Positive thinking
Maya found it hard to practise self-love. She thought that she was
not good enough and often wished that she can be thinner and
smarter, and be more caring towards her family and friends.

Maya’s family and friends helped her to be more
confident in herself by pointing out and affirming
her on her strengths and achievements.

Time management
Maya found it difficult to say no to others, hence she often found
herself short of personal time as she frequently accompanied her
friends in all their activities.

Maya tried to prioritise her own needs by setting
aside some time for herself each day. She also
rescheduled some of her meet-ups with her friends
to another day and kept the “me-time” for herself.

Learning ability
As Maya had spent much time hanging out and keeping in touch
with her friends, Maya found herself having insufficient time for
revision and homework.

Maya tried adjusting her daily schedule by
completing her homework and revision before
messaging and playing with her friends.

Social skills
Maya’s friendly and gracious personality had drawn many people
to her and this allowed her to make friends easily.

Maya’s friends recognised that Maya is a caring
person because Maya would readily offer her help
to a friend in need. Thus, they nominated her as
the Peer Support Leader in their class.

Adaptability
Maya was easy-going and went along with what other people
suggested. She generally preferred things to stay the same and
did not like change.
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Maya’s parents shared with her that change will
always happen, and changes can also bring about
positive outcomes. Maya is still trying to understand
and accept this mindset.
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ASK TINKLE FRIEND
In this segment, Tinkle Friend will answer questions that are commonly
asked by children in Singapore. Some of you might have similar
questions and we hope that it will be answered in this segment!

Why do I need to love myself? I thought that if I want to
achieve my goals, I should be constantly pushing myself
to work hard, and I cannot afford to take a break.

I worry that when you push yourself too hard, your health
may suffer, and you may not be happy. As a result, you may
not achieve your goals. When you are healthy, you are better
able to achieve your full potential! Practising self-love is a
great way to maintain a healthy body and mind.

I just find it so hard to love myself... I am always thinking
that I am not good enough and I don’t like myself at all.

You are not alone in feeling this way. Other children and
even some adults also struggle with low self-confidence and
practising self-love. The good thing is that it is never too late
to start!
Perhaps, you can start by asking your family and friends
what they love about you. From there, you can remind
yourself of your lovable bits and strengths each day. You can
also talk to me if you need help practising self-love!
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I love me! Contest
We would like to compile words of encouragement from children like you!
Please share with us your letter to your future self on page 7 by:
Mailing it to us
or
Tinkle Friend
Student Service @ Children’s Society
51 Telok Blangah Crescent
#05-01 Radin Mas Community Club
Singapore 098917

Emailing us
tinklefriend@childrensociety.org.sg

The top 3 winners with the best letters will be given a prize each!
Closing date: 30 November 2021
The winners will be contacted by Tinkle Friend by December 2021.
Terms and conditions:
This contest is only for primary school children living in Singapore. Each child can only submit one
entry (one letter or email). By submitting your entry, you give permission to Singapore Children’s
Society to publish your submission in our BUZZ newsletters, websites, and social media. Do indicate
your address in your email or letter so that we can mail you your prize if you win.

Need to talk to someone?
Helpline

Online Chat

1800 2744 788

www.tinklefriend.sg

Monday - Friday
2.30pm to 5.00pm

Monday - Thursday
Friday
2.30pm to 7.00pm 2.30pm to 5.00pm

(Closed on weekends and public holidays)

(Closed on weekends and public holidays)
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